Optical Bragg imaging of acoustic fields after reflection.
Bragg diffraction of x-rays occurs when the rays interact with a crystalline lattice at the appropriate angle. Bragg diffraction of visible light occurs when the light interacts at the Bragg angle with an ultrasonic field of the appropriate frequency. (The spacing between acoustic condensations and rarefactions acts like the planes in an atomic lattice.) If a beam of light is Bragg diffracted by an ultrasonic beam that previously has passed through an object, an image of the structure of the object is made visible in the diffraction field of the optical beam since there is a one-to-one mapping of the ultrasonic field onto the diffraction order. In many acoustic Bragg imaging applications, the sound field must pass through the object which is to be imaged. Ultrasonic attenuation at the very high acoustic frequencies needed for Bragg imaging (typically approximately 25-30 MHz) severely limits the nondestructive testing (NDT) applications of traditional acoustic Bragg imaging. In this paper, a reflection-based application of acoustic Bragg imaging is discussed which may have useful industrial and biomedical NDT applications.